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Unit 6— 1865-1898

Section 1— Significance of Turning Points

1865:

Changes—the Civil War came to an end; the Second Industrial Revolution began, immigration increased 
dramatically and slavery came to an end in the US

Continuities— westward migration, the Transcontinental Railroad and its construction continued, the struggle 
against Native Americans continued

Turning Point- The end of the Civil War would usher in a period of Reconstruction on the one hand which 
introduced the first steps in civil rights for African-Americans, and it led to the development of a Gilded Age in 
American life as big businesses expanded during the Civil War which led to mass immigration and the growth of 
cities throughout this period.

1898:

Change— America began to expand beyond its continental boundaries for the first time due to the Spanish-
America War.

Continuity— America as a major industrial power continued to grow, immigration continued to soar, and urban 
areas in the country continued to grow

Turning Point- It was a turning point due to the fact that the Spanish-American War made the US a global presence 
as an imperial power for the first time.

Section 2— Key Terms as Defined by the Curriculum Framework:

big business— identity, work, exchange and technology— during this era monopolies and trusts came to define an 
age of business consolidation which made some entrepreneurs people of fabulous wealth

subsidies— identity, work, exchange and technology— money given to corporations by the government for 
producing certain products (in this era the railroad companies received a number of government subsidies)

conspicuous consumption— ideas, beliefs and culture— the idea during the Gilded Age that wealthy families were 
able to spend money on non-essential items

sharecropping— identity, work, exchange, and technology— African-Americans after the Civil War remained 
attached to their former slave masters in a system of farming based on renting land and paying obligations with the 
money made from their crops- it kept many former slave families tied to the land and in poverty

increased southern and eastern European immigration— peopling (immigration and migration) more immigrants 
started to move into the nation after the rise of big business from other parts of Europe rather than just its 
northern regions

political machines— politics and power— using corruption and graft, political machines controlled the politics of 
major cities and some states by taking advantage of new immigrant voters

self-help groups— social structures— for the first time during the Gilded Age, groups of well-educated men and 
women tried to help one another by forming associations



laissez-faire economics— identity, work, exchange, and technology— big businesses were able to operate and grow 
through consolidation throughout the period as the government supported, rather than regulated their 
development

urbanization— peopling (immigration and migration) as major American industries grew during the Gilded Age, 
immigrants came into the country in large numbers which led to the growth of major American cities which were 
highly diverse during this period

monopolies— identity, work, exchange, and technology— owning all of the means of production for a product was 
how the oil, steel, and electrical industries started with singular entrepreneurs (Carnegie, Rockefeller, and Morgan 
etc.)

New South— American and regional culture— after the Civil War the South tried to slowly industrialize and 
diversify its economy, but it remained under the control of the conservative Democratic Party and saw little actual 
industrial development— segregation began

People’s (Populist Party)— Politics and Power— farmers in Midwestern states sought to reform American politics 
and business by asking for the government to regulate businesses, banks, and railroads, wanted a progressive 
income tax, to curb immigration, free trade, and to break the power of political machines

Americanization (Dawes Act)— social structures— the effort in 1887 by the American government to try to turn 
Native Americans who had been placed onto reservations into self-sufficient farmers (it was a categorical failure)

settlement homes— immigration and migration— efforts by middle-class American women to try to set up a place 
for immigrants to be able to find a place to live, learn a trade, and even to learn American culture- (Jane Addams— 
Hull House of Chicago)

Transcontinental Railroad System— immigration and migration— led to the population and economic development 
of the American West, but also to halting the Native American way of life

Plessy vs. Ferguson— Social Structures— a Supreme Court case in 1896 which made segregation the law of the 
land and gave us the doctrine of separate but equal- in southern states, segregation statutes already existed, but 
now they are becoming more pervasive

The Gilded Age— identity, work, exchange and technology— an era of big business growth, immigration, 
urbanization, and the growth of a tremendous socio-economic divide in American life

Social Darwinism— Social Structures— the idea that some people were born for success in life and others were 
not (Andrew Carnegie)

Tenant Farming— Social Structures— a system of rental or sharecropping in which African-Americans remained 
bound to the land and to the poverty enhanced by the growing institution of segregation in the new South

National Parks— Geography and the Environment— Yellowstone was the first established park in 1872 with the 
fears of the beauty of the American western landscape disappearing as American mining and other business 
interests migrated into those areas of the frontier.

Women’s Clubs— Social Structures— these clubs sprang up at the end of the period in the 1890s as more upper 
middle-class and well-educated American women began to work in fields such as social work (in settlement homes)

Assimilation Policies— American and regional identity— the efforts to Americanize both Native Americans and 
newly arriving immigrants who were coming into the nation in overwhelming numbers by the 1890s

Social Gospel Movement— Social Structures— this movement used churches and charity organizations to try to 
assist the urban immigrant working-class poor in America’s major cities (created the YMCA and the Salvation 
Army). 



Section 3— Primary Source Analysis:

Source One

Document Name- William T. Sherman- On The Western Railroads, 1878

Author- William Tecumseh Sherman

Point-of-View- He is the leader in charge of western affairs for the US Military and he believes that the railroad will 
work wonders for mining the resources of the Arizona Territory and that it will be strategically important for the 
US Military and its operations against Native Americans and robbers in the west.

Purpose- The purpose of the letter is to thank David Douty Colton the vice president of the Southern Pacific 
Railroad for the rail lines that have just been completed into the Arizona Territory and to encourage him to build a 
transcontinental railway system in the Southwest.

Audience- David Douty Colton

Context- The strikes of silver and tin mines, plus the fight against the Native Americans in the Southwest led 
Sherman and other military leaders to see the development of rail lines into the western territories as strategically 
important for both the growing mining industry and also it lent itself into the discussion of how to pacify the 
Native Americans, too. 

Source Two

Document Name- Cover of a book— A Concise History of the Great Trial of the Chicago Anarchists in 1886

Author- Dyer D. Lum

Point-of-View- The anarchists who were found guilty and either sentenced to die or go to prison for their 
supposed role in the violence at the Haymarket Affair of 1886 were punished in an attempt to end the activism of 
the labor union movement.

Purpose- the book was written to tell the story of the eight men who were condemned and the point of view of 
the labor union movement and their conduct in the Haymarket Affair.

Audience- people who were workers and might sympathize with the plight of the labor union movement in 
America

Context- with the tremendous growth of big business and the horrifying working conditions which accompanied it, 
the labor union movement would meet its crossroads in 1886- after the Haymarket Affair, the American public 
despite the plight of the American workers started to sympathize more with the big businessmen of the day and for 
the use of federal troops to break up the strikes of the labor union movement which they now viewed as growing 
increasingly violent and radical. 

Section 4— Turning Points in US History:

1869

Changes— the transcontinental railroad was completed

Continuities— the efforts of Reconstruction, migration, immigration, western development, conflict with the Native 
Americans

Turning Point: No— the linking of east and west was a milestone, but not a turning point



1893

Changes— economic depression and electrification of the World’s Fair in Chicago

Continuities— immigration, urbanization, the growth of political machines and currency issues

Turning Point: No— while the Panic of 1893 may have made Americans look outward, albeit, the earlier ending of 
the conflict with the Native Americans was much more influential and hence a turning point as the frontier came to 
an end

1896

Changes— populism and a major election, the beginning of segregation by law

Continuities— the two political parties continued to dominate American politics, as did political machines, 
industrial growth continued, urbanization through immigration continued, and so did currency issues

Turning Point: No— though populism would influence progressive political change later, it’s loss in 1896 set it back; 
there were more continuities than changes, hence a year that was not a turning point

Section 5— Crash Course US History Video Guides:

The Industrial Economy— Video #23

1. In what ways did the Civil War help American Industrialization AND what’s the economic change over time?— 
created a uniform currency and gave massive subsidies to corporate manufacturers, communications w/ the 
telegraph and led to the completion of the transcontinental railroad
2. What were the geographic, demographic, and legal factors that contributed to the economic growth?— 
geographic- a large nation with tremendous resources (coal, iron, oil and grains); demographic- population growth 
due to immigration; legal- the Constitution encouraged patents, commercial growth on a national scale, plus, the 
government invested as did foreigners in American industrial growth
3. What massive charges in American industry occurred by 1880— what did the American workforce look like, by 
1890, how had it changed further, and by 1913 what was America a leader in from the standpoint of industrial 
growth?— by 1880- most workers were not agricultural laborers, by 1890- 2/3s of Americans worked for wages 
rather than farming or owned their own businesses; and by 1913- America was the world’s leading industrial power

4. List 3 effects of the railroad.— integrated commerce and allowed for the growth of national brands; gave us time 
zones and railroads were the first major modern corporations (sold and traded shares- a capitalist enterprise, but 
backed by government development)
5. In the Mystery document, explain Henry Adam’s chief concern.— that entrepreneurs who were so wealthy could 
also control politics, too
6. What are the good and bad acts that industrialists did?— Good- came from humble origins, took risks and 
became very wealthy; Bad- drove competitors out of business and cared little for their workers
7. Contrast vertical and horizontal integration.— vertical- control all facets of the production process for a 
product; horizontal- big firms bought out small ones (controlling all of the facets of the marketing of a product)
8. Describe 3 problems facing laborers.— low wages, long hours, and horrible working conditions
9. Contrast the AFL with other labor groups.— focused on pay, hours, and safety
10. What is Social Darwinism, who argues for it, and why?— survival of the fittest- assured the rich that they were 
rich because of their birth (the poor should never be helped)— freedom (security? or the ability to just be a small 
number of the rich)



Westward Expansion— Video #24

1. What were 3 significant effects of the frontier in American History?— belief in individualism; political democracy; 
and economic mobility
2. Contrast the myth and reality of The West.— myth- west was made of rugged individuals; reality- the west was 
mostly composed of family groups (its settlement was of highly diverse groups of people): government effort led to 
the development of the west
3. What are the 2 reasons why RR’s made it possible for people to settle in The West?— no way to bring crops or 
goods to market and made it profitable as goods came from the east
4. Describe the 2 ways governments supported the RRs.— financing the building of railroads, and by rounding-up 
the Native Americans 
5. What were the economic, as well as the racial imperatives, to move the Native Americans off their land?— 
exploiting the valuable minerals of the lands and also, for agricultural purposes, too
6. What 3 ways did General Sheridan fight the Indians AND how did Indians respond?— burning villages, killing 
horses and slaughtering buffalo (Indians turned to the Ghost Dance Movement- led to their demise)
7. What were the goals of the Dawes Act AND the reality?— tried to make them into farmers, but the protections 
for their lands led to their losses to speculators
8. Describe the “cultural genocide” of Native Americans.— boarding schools (Americanization— kill the Indian to 
save the man)
9. Why the need for cowboys AND why did this period end?— to get beef cattle to the East; railroads finally came 
into the West (barbed wire, too)
10. List the ways Western farming flew in the face of the mythical Jeffersonian yeoman farmer ideal.— family work, 
women worked hard on these farms, produced for national and international markets, the Great Plains required 
irrigation from the Ogallala aquifer, and large commercial farms eventually developed that were owned by 
companies and worked by migrant workers (more like plantations, right?); massive surpluses and government 
infrastructure created wealth in the West and a higher standard of living

Growth, Cities, and Immigration— Video #25

1. List 2 reasons why people moved to THE WEST.— farm prices rose and demand for agricultural goods increased 
because of the growth of cities
2. Describe the change over time in the growth of cities.— immigration led to tremendous city growth
3. Contrast the Old Immigrants prior to 1890 with the New Immigrants after 1890.— before— Irish (in cities), 
Scandinavians and the Germans (moved as farmers or artisans into the West and into the cities); after— southern 
and eastern Europe— most were Jewish or Catholic (Italy, Austro-Hungarian Empire and the Russian Empire)
4. What reasons explain the Chinese Exclusion Act AND how were Chinese Americans treated here including by 
the USCT?— looked different, bathed regularly, spoke a differing language— segregation; the court ruled that they 
were citizens despite racial prejudice (large numbers)
5. Describe the big picture with immigration to the U.S. over time AND to the REST of the WEST Hemisphere?— 
40 million immigrants came into the Western Hemisphere— imperialism had an influence on migration
6. What are 2 significant statements that can be drawn from the Mystery document by Mary Antin?— he felt that 
he owned a slice of the nation due to his daughter’s education and well-being
7. What are 2 reasons why immigrants were coming to America?— came for opportunity and work (labor 
recruiters and cheap, quick passage made this a land of immigrants)
8. What were the problems facing newly arrived immigrants AND what were their solutions?— pickpockets, 
language, and segregation— improved transportation
9. What were government, business, and individual responses to the influx of immigrants.— the rich and poor lived 
together (suburbs were created and later— the growth of progressivism)

Gilded Age Politics— Video #26

1. What are the origins of the Gilded Age, the author’s point, and who was to blame for this problem?— Mark 
Twain- America’s political landscape was incredibly corrupt and made some wealthy, but most toiled in poverty
2. What is a political machine, which was the most famous, and what is it associated with during this period?— an 
organization that is dedicated to preserving political power, Tammany Hall, and the graft and corruption of its leader, 
William Marcy “Boss” Tweed.
3. How is “honest graft” not so honest?— George Plunkitt- making a profit of the public funds and needs



4. Summarize the example of political machines at work.— over-bidding for work on the New York City 
courthouse and then raking in the profits from the work which was easily done more cheaply (kickbacks)
5. Describe how “machines also provided valuable services to immigrants and other poor people in cities.”— 
helped families in need; buy clothes, find them jobs and then would get them to vote for them (fraud)
6. Describe 2 scandals that plagued the Grant administration.— Credit Mobilier (railroad costs were overcharged 
and bribery of congressmen); and Whiskey Ring (distillers evaded excise taxes)
7. Contrast the goals of Republicans with Democrats during the Gilded Age.— Republicans- favored high tariffs, low 
government spending, reducing the national debt, and reducing the amount of paper money in circulation; 
Democrats- opposed the tariff and were linked to New York bankers and financiers
8. Describe 2 achievements of Congress during the Gilded Age.— the Civil Service Act of 1883 (made politicians 
more dependent on donations from big businesses) and the Sherman Anti-trust Act of 1890 (monopolies made it 
difficult)
9. What is the evolution of farmers’ organizations?— freight rates led to the Grange Movement (railroad 
monopolies meant that farmers could not negotiate prices); subtreasury plans and cooperatives could bypass banks
10. List 6 planks of the Populist platform AND whether they were achieved and if so how/when?— sub-treasury 
plan, government ownership of railroads, a graduated income tax, government control of the currency, recognize 
the rights of laborers to form unions, and the free coinage of silver
11. What reasons help to explain why Populists lost in elections?— most people stuck with the two traditional 
parties; most workers never joined; and the currency issue would have led to runaway inflation; racism— split into 
Southern and Western wings; and in 1896 Bryan’s defeat at the hands of McKinley— did not allow it to die, but the 
progressives put many of them into practice. 


